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ON THE LAWS OF CERTAIN VARIETIES OF GROUPS ROBERT B. HOWLETT AND RICHARD LEVINGSTON
Let m and n be coprime positive integers. The variety AA -Ttr~rl (consisting of a l l groups G such that for some normal subgroup H of G , H is abelian of exponent dividing m and G/H is abelian of exponent dividing n ) and the variety A A both =n=m satisfy the following three laws:
a l l elements have order dividing mn ; the commutator of two mth powers has order dividing m ; the commutator of two nth powers has order dividing n .
I t is proved that any law which holds in both these varieties (notably that commutators commute) is a consequence of the above three laws.
R o b e r t B . H o w l e t t and R i c h a r d L e v i n g s t o n
A is the variety of abelian groups of exponent dividing n .
Throughout the paper m and n will be fixed coprime positive integers. I t is easily proved (Proposition 2 This improves the theorem of [7] where an additional law was needed.
Proof of Theorem 1
Since m and n are coprime the following is t r i v i a l . [a, b~ , a , b] .
Proof.
[a, ZT\ a"
which is conjugate to
Let V^ be the variety defined by the laws (i), (ii) and (iii). It is trivial that laws (i), (ii) and (iii) hold in A A and in A A , and
Throughout the rest of this paper G will denote an arbitrary group in V . R o b e r t B . H o w l e t t a n d Richard Levingston by law ( i i ) and Lemma 2 . 1 (since b = 1 ) . Hence by law ( i i i ) and Lemma [ [a, fc] , [a, 
since [b , a, b] commutes with a by ( a ) . But ( l ) above gives
Proof. We have [a, b] = 1 (law ( i i ) ) . But since a commutes with b r -1 bi n i -I i n t b\ n a , (a a | = \a j (a j = 1 , and since m and n are coprime, and s i n c e m and n a r e coprime, (U) and (6) 
=n=tn -tn-n
Thus Theorem 1 i s proved.
